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The burgeoning non-fungible token (NFT) sector – a rapidly growing subsection of the global
private equity (PE) and investment vehicle space – has seen considerable growth across the
globe. Industry trends and market sentiment suggest that NFTs represent a revolutionary
convergence of art, technology, and investment and exciting investment opportunity for those
seeking to own a digital stake in a work of art and music. The NFT space is best exemplified by
the groundbreaking sale of artist Beeple’s collected works in 2021.
 
It is therefore unsurprising that the global NFT sector has seen such significant industry demand
and will likely continue to see investment increase well into the foreseeable future. Music Trust
Song Trader will seek to take advantage of trends and growth in the market by introducing Music
Trust a revolutionary new disruptor royalty NFT technology in the global music space. The
following business plan outlines a five-year strategy of Music Trust Song Trader and
accompanying financial forecasts that it anticipates achieving. 

Overview
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Executive Summary 
The U.S. private equity (PE), hedge fund, and investment vehicle space has long sought
innovative, exciting opportunities for investment and diversification. Investors and high-net-worth
individuals (HNWIs) have long sought to amplify their wealth and diversify their holdings through
investment in art, and now music. While the days of the Renaissance-era Medici’s painters are
long gone, modern investors still turn time and time again to art as an investment vehicle for a
variety of reasons – including portfolio diversification, tax evasion and mitigation, and simple
matters of style and taste. Today, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) – effectively a form of data unit
stored on an encrypted ledger (blockchain) that serves as a certificate or proof of ownership –
offer savvy investors an opportunity to invest in the ongoing commodification of modern art. This
new method of investment has become extremely popular, with a $338 million global market
capitalization and over 64,000 transactions between 2018 and 2020. 
 
The U.S. investment space has taken to NFTs quickly in recent years, led by an eclectic wave of
younger nouveau riche high-net-worth individuals (HNWIs), North American retail investors and
day traders, cryptocurrency speculators, and technology-oriented investment funds typically
based in North America, Europe, and Asia. While they have been steadily growing for the past
decade, NFTs have largely entered the public consciousness in the past year. In February 2021,
auction house Christie’s listed the collected works of celebrated American digital artist Mike
Winkelmann (also known as Beeple) – attracting 33 bids, primarily from the Millennial age
demographic, with only 3% of bidders in the Baby Boomer demographic and 55% of bidders
based in America. In March 2021, the lot was sold for a stunning $69.3 million to a Singaporean
investor and crypto fund founder. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the increasing shift to digital
investment – driven by younger, less risk-averse cryptocurrency-oriented investors – exploded,
with 2020 representing double the revenue the industry experienced in 2019. 
 
Music Trust is a revolutionary new disruptor royalty NFT technology in the global music space. A
blockchain solution designed solely for one purpose - The collection, fair reporting and distribution
of music royalty payments. Music Trust offers a blockchain based solution for collecting royalties
from digital music service platforms and paying them directly to artists and creators by way of
smart contract. This means no more middleman distributors and associations involvement. No
more royalty theft by distributors claiming artificial streaming or other fraudulent reasons.
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SongTrader.io a global NFT music creation platform and auction house operate a cutting-edge
technology that integrates common music distribution functions directly into NFT technology. This
essentially turns a real-life song into a supercharged digital NFT. Each song NFT carries its entire
life time of music royalty reporting, digital music rights codes, song contracts, UPC codes etc.
 
Together, these two technology companies have announced a strategic partnership to launch the
Song Trader NFT music platform together using each other’s technologies. This music NFT
platform will allow artists to publish music directly into NFT format and distribute their music
worldwide to music platforms. All royalties will be collected and submitted directly to the NFT
holder address. For the first time ever, artists can sell their songs in an entirely different way.
Investors and collectors can purchase complete ownership of a song and collect royalties from
online music streaming platforms, radio and other royalty sources. All of this can be done simply
and easy using the Music Trust Token. Management is currently seeking strategic investment
sources dedicated to ongoing technology development and the working capital needs to scale and
grow the brand to become an industry leader in the market. The following business plan outlines a
five-year strategy of Music Trust Song Trader and accompanying financial forecasts that it
anticipates achieving.
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The NFT sector has proven to be an
attractive industry to enter, with the
market growing rapidly over the past
three years. In 2018, NFT transaction
market capitalization stood at a mere
$41 million before more than doubling
to $141.6 million in 2019 and again to
$338 million in 2020. While the
speculatory nature of the space makes
it difficult to estimate future growth,
NFT market value is expected to
continue to surge into the future, with
periods of volatility due to the
inherently uncertain nature of the
industry. 

NFT art sales have grown rapidly over the past three years, from $619,000 in 2018 to $12.9
million in 2020. Presently, the sale of specific works (e.g., Beeple) – and growing interest in
the collections of star musicians from large PE firms and investment funds – promises
significant future growth. 

NFT markets also offer ample opportunities for diversification, with a wide range of unorthodox
investment opportunities including so-called metaverses – effectively blockchain-driven virtual
worlds where users can buy, sell, and invest in virtual assets and items – which saw $14
million in sales in 2020 (up from $5.4 million in 2019). Gaming and sport NFT investments
have also grown steadily in the past year, with sales of $12.9 million and $7.1 million,
respectively. 

NFT sales (i.e., dealer/broker to initial buyer) have remained strong, with 93,089 sales in the
last 30 days (as of June 15th, 2021). This is a significant increase over the 23,731 and 12,085
in April and May respectively. While the secondary market remains less active (with 29,980
transactions in the June period), it is slowly increasing – indicating higher levels of confidence
and liquidity as investors trade more actively in the growing secondary market. 

 

 

Market Summary

Major driving factors of growth for Music Trust Song Trader include:



Music Trust Song Trader has identified the following three-year objectives: 

Three Year Objectives

Defining and executing strategic objectives at every level of Music Trust Song
Traders core operation. 

Developing and selling innovative, high-end NFT product and advisory
service lines targeting our key markets and demographics to generate
and grow revenues across all key segments.

Developing new products and services – based on market data
and client feedback – to better enhance existing value-added NFT
offerings and develop new sources of company revenue. 

Developing the company’s website and associated social
media channels to rapidly generate brand interest and
credibility – building a comprehensive, cross-channel
platform and portal for the company’s products and services
to substantially boost client attraction and conversion.

Partnering with key industry stakeholders and
investors to shape and develop the core brand.

Establishing new distribution and production
technologies and tools to drive up efficiency levels.

Establishing and expanding vital supplier and vendor
networks as required for key production operations and
processes – building and maintaining supplier relationships
and supply chains.

Establishing key strategic entry and marketing plans with digital and
social media-driven advertising – aggressively expanding brand
awareness and credibility into new markets.

Organizing and executing sales and marketing strategies across Music Trust Song
Trader operations to surpass sales targets and rapidly generate brand awareness
across current and future markets.
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Music Trust Song Trader has identified the following keys to success: 

Keys to Success 

Financing Summary

Utilizing our unique value creation process to ensure each NFT
product and service exceeds the client’s expectations and delivers
absolute satisfaction – generating perpetual brand loyalty and
overwhelmingly positive referrals in every post-sale interaction.   

Perpetually testing and developing our signature NFT products and services to
ensure that every stage of our value chain offers unparalleled levels of premium,
competitive value for clients.

Ensuring that our core product and service offerings retain their
superior reputation and growing presence throughout domestic and
international markets – impeccable quality and value.

Ensuring that our strategic entry and marketing plans are proceeding according
to plan – adjusting as required and constantly adapting based on market
conditions and current projections.

Building a strong brand presence and active, stable client base across
our target markets. 

Building, strengthening, and regularly leveraging relationships with partners and
potential investors, suppliers, producers, distributors, and other key industry
stakeholders.

Ensuring that we adhere to a market-driven pricing model to optimize
our competitive edge.

The purpose of this plan is to obtain an investment of 4,000,000 Euros, which will be strategically
allocated to launching the platform.
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For the first time ever, artists can sell their songs in an entirely different way. Investors and
collectors can purchase complete ownership of a song and collect royalties from online music
streaming platforms, radio and other royalty sources. All of this can be done simply and easy
using the Music Trust Song Trader Token. In the music industry this represents a major paradigm
shift in how things are currently being done. Music artists have witnessed the mass-decline in
revenue since digital music streaming went mainstream and want to take back the ownership of
their creations. For Crypto enthusiasts this represents a clear real world use case for solving an
industry oldest problem AND; finally gives a non-fungible token (NFT) true real-world value.
Previously NFTs value were determined much like art galleries value art. Collectors of NFTs
generally create new NFT’s based on old ones which hold value. Now it will be possible to
purchase a Song NFT, hold the NFT token for as long you like and earn royalties from digital
music platforms.

NFTs (Non fungible Tokens) are unique crypto assets stored and tradable on a blockchain.  They
are, immutable, scarce and publicly verifiable. Currently in the music world, artist’s get to sell
limited digital content to their fans who pay via crypto. With Music Trusts revolutionary blockchain
technology we will introduce the ability for an artist to create a full song NFT and distribute music
as they did before to music services, bypassing labels, distributors etc. The royalty relationship
now becomes directly between the digital music service and the artist or creator. You can now
produce any music content that cannot be counterfeited as it is tracked on the blockchain.
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Music Trust Song Trader Overview

How do Music NFTs work?



Album releases - The popular American musician, 3LAU, sold off his tokenized album
in February for more than $11 million. Although this sale volume might be an outlier,
other artists can take a cue from the move. Limited copies of your album can be sold
on-chain, creating exclusive content in a fanciful way. What’s more, artists earn a cut
on every secondary sale of the NFTs.
 
Beat Selling - Producers can now sell beats directly to buyers as music NFTs. Thanks
to NFTs’ immutability, end-users purchase these beats on-chain and use seamlessly
or hold them for profit on resales. Music producers get to earn a royalty on every
resale.
 
Merch Sales - Merch, both virtual or physical, can be brought on-chain. Anyone can
buy them and resell them. And as usual, artists get a cut on all secondary sales.
 
Stock-type distribution layout - Although untested, this is another way NFTs can
benefit the music industry. Imagine selling 20% of rights to your upcoming album as
NFTs. This means that asides from on-chain revenue, fans holding the NFTs get to
earn a cut from the off-chain revenue generated from your music, such as streaming,
TV partnerships, and merch sales. Think of it as a tokenized stock certificate that
grants ownership rights of the album. This way, you grow an ecosystem around your
work, profiting yourself and loyal fans alike. What’s more, holders gain access to
exclusive features such as front-table rows, special concerts, listening parties, etc.
 

Music Trust provides the blockchain assets, contracts and technology that creates, holds and
transmits music NFT’s. In addition to this MusicTrust.io operates as a music association who
directly interfaces with digital music streaming platforms for distribution, collection and review of
royalties. It then remits the collected royalties minus a small management and crypto exchange fee
directly to NFT holders. 
 
Song Trader provides the online NFT auction sales and royalty verification platform. Anyone owning
a Song Trader/Music Trust issued NFT can interact with the blockchain contract. Artists can issue
NFT’s and sell them on the blockchain or simply create new song NFT’s and distribute their music
for free. Although the NFT space is relatively new and how labels and music industry techs, and
companies’ level up is not yet known. What is clear, however, is that they hold promise. Music Trust
among other things, aims to connect artists to their genuine fans by providing a cheap NFT platform
for music. Join in early and create your music NFTs with Music Trust Song Trader. 
 

While there are no set frameworks for the partnership, there are a couple of ways top artists have
used NFTs that upcoming ones can take a cue from. These include:
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What does music NFT’s solve?

Key Technologies



Raymond L Reddington / Founder/Chair
 (Artist Known as Harosho)
 
 
 
 
 
Chris Robinson / CEO
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anastasia Reut / CMO
 
 
 
 
 
Natalia Panchenko / Business Operations
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Management Team



The NFT industry is a based on the generation and purchase of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) –
data units stored on digital ledgers based on blockchain technology. The token is effectively a
license or proof of ownership of a particular digital asset or file (e.g., a JPG image file) – however,
access to the file itself is not restricted as the NFT only conveys digital ownership. It is not a form
of copyright. 
 
Previously, the NFT market generated substantial revenues through a range of transactions. It is
difficult to project future market growth due to the highly speculative nature of the industry –
however, the market is anticipated to grow dramatically during the next several years, with
expectations of periodic instability as the market adjusts to new investment and additional levels
of risk, uncertainty, and liquidity.
 
Statista (2021) estimates that as at October 15, 2021 the aggregate value of NFT sales over 30
days amounted to $337 million, with Reuters (2021) estimating sales in the first half of 2021 at
$2.5 billion. 
 

The global blockchain industry is driven by rapid technological development, innovation, and
speculation (particularly as it applies to cryptocurrency). The applications of blockchain and
ledger-based technology are effectively limitless. However, the industry is most known for
cryptocurrencies and other digital assets (e.g., NFTs) bought and sold on significant online
marketplaces and exchanges.  
 
Statista (2021) estimates that the global blockchain industry will see significant growth over the
next few years, building on record growth in value and sales volumes. With thousands of
cryptocurrencies and untold millions of global transactions in 2021, the industry has expanded
massively since its inception. Statista (2021) anticipates staggering 53.4% annualized revenue
growth (CAGR 2017-2024) and an anticipated market capitalization of $19 billion USD in 2024
within the blockchain market.

Global NFT Market (Market Cap)

2018 

$41m $141.6m $338m $2.5b+

2019 2020 2021 
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Industry Overview
Primary Market / NFT Market

Secondary Market / Blockchain



Consumer Spending
 
Consumers form one of the largest markets for the NFT market, and their willingness to spend
helps drive revenue for online sales. In turn, unemployment rates and consumer sentiment help
determine the level of spending people will exhibit. Consumer spending is expected to decrease
during 2021 representing a potential threat to the industry.
 
Number of Broadband Connections
 
The number of broadband connections represents the total number of internet connection points
with speeds over 200 kilobits per second in at least one direction. As broadband connections
increase, so does the potential for users to access online auctions. The number of broadband
connections is expected to increase in 2021, posing a potential opportunity for industry operators.
 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
 
Sales of artwork, tend to be quite sensitive to fluctuations in the overall macroeconomic
environment. Collectors are much more likely to purchase artwork during periods of growing and
stable GDP, and delay purchases when economic conditions worsen. In 2021, GDP is expected
to decline globally.
 

Target Market
 
Music Trust Song Trader is located the United Kingdom but will eventually cater to a much
broader market. The company will seek to initial test operations in the United Kingdom. Once
operational efficiencies have been fine-tuned the company will expand throughout the rest of
Europe targeting niche areas where there is minimal competition. Only after the company has
grown, matured, and captured significant market share throughout the Europe will the company
seek to expand globally.
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Key Market Drivers

Market Segmentation



Target Characteristics
 
The target market for Music Trust Song Trader is broad. However, target clients will most likely be
relatively tech-savvy and investment-oriented clients, with an above-average interest in digital art,
design, and technologies, including cryptocurrency-based investment and blockchain. They will
likely have a range of motivations for investing – ranging from casual retail investors and
enthusiasts to professional artists and analysts – but will overall tend to slant toward younger
Millennial investors.  
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The overall strategy for Music Trust Song Trader is to introduce an innovative NFT-based product
and service line in Miami and specific regional markets, while simultaneously establishing the
Music Trust Song Trader brand as a recognizable leader in the global NFT industry through
strategic go-to-market objectives. To accomplish this, Music Trust Song Trader will work directly
with key partners and industry stakeholders to capture target clients’ attention and interest
through innovative digital and social media-based marketing content to rapidly build mass brand
awareness and credibility. 
 
Music Trust Song Trader has identified a series of key phases throughout the initial go-to-market
campaign that will enable it to create a strong marketing strategy to better attract, educate, and
convert potential clients and create viable expansion opportunities well into the future. 
 

Phase I – Immediate Objectives
 
Phase I of the initial go-to-market campaign will be to secure additional fundraising capital to
support further development and expansion of Music Trust Song Trader’s core operations and
gallery space. The goal in Phase I is to source professional third-party contractors to conduct
leasehold expansion, improvement, and upgrade work as necessary and undertake a thorough
market research and due diligence process. 
 
Other goals within Phase I will include sourcing third-party professionals for website design, social
media development and management, digital advertising and marketing content, research and
development (R&D), professional services (e.g., accounting and legal), and any other tasks
necessary to ensure full business operations in subsequent phases.
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Strategy & Go-to-Market Summary



Phase II – Short-Term Objectives
 
Phase II will be dedicated to the completion of the leasehold expansion and improvement stages
and the purchase of any new equipment, systems, technologies, and other assets (e.g., gallery
displays) necessary for full business operations – once all Phase I prerequisites have been
completed. 
 
Additionally, enhanced digital and social media-driven marketing will be initiated to establish a
higher level of brand awareness and credibility in the NFT industry, with marketing expanding
significantly across subsequent phases. Any outstanding third-party professional work from Phase
I will also be completed. 

Phase III – Intermediate Objectives
 
Phase III of the initial go-to-market campaign will be based on brand awareness strategies –
enabled by the previous two phases. Digital and social media-driven marketing campaigns will be
implemented to generate a higher level of awareness and credibility for the Music Trust Song
Trader brand in target markets. 
 
Enhanced digital marketing efforts will be expanded from Phase II, utilizing multi-channel
advertising strategies and outbound cold lead generation targeting potential clients, partners, and
investors (outlined below). Testing business products and services and gathering feedback from
clients during this phase will improve future sales and client acquisition rates.
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Absolute dedication to client satisfaction and competitive
pricing across our entire value chain – the ability to readily
convey our value offering and core operations to attract
engagement.
Consistent client-driven NFT product and service
development and improvement process. 
Cutting-edge strategic marketing and digital technologies to
optimize and drive our competitive edge – professional
website and social channels for optimal accessibility and
brand credibility.
Exceptional world-class client service supported by robust
internet and social media channels – the ability to
consistently generate and engage a loyal and dedicated
digital audience.
Experienced and dedicated management team backed by an
exceptional network of partners and key stakeholders from a
diverse set of industries – the ability to expand our brand’s
influence. 
Varied and diverse portfolio of products and services instilling
numerous value-added benefits – with multiple opportunities
for future revenue growth and expansions into new markets.
Reputable premium-quality brand with numerous
opportunities for organic growth and scale. 

 
Strengths
 

Phase IV – Long-Term Objectives
 
Phase IV will be dedicated to scaling the Music Trust Song Trader brand and seeking new NFT
product and service expansion opportunities across the global market. At this point in the
company’s lifecycle, the brand will be well established in initial target markets, with a strong and
consistently growing client base and robust network of industry stakeholders, partners, and
investors. 
 
Consistent dedication to digital and social media-driven marketing, networking, outreach, and
referral-based word-of-mouth will be ongoing to ensure that Music Trust Song Trader is well
represented and steadily growing across our target markets and capable of entering new markets
based on risk and reward. 

SWOT Analysis
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Low initial brand awareness – sophisticated digital and social
media-driven marketing is critical. 
Limited capacity and economies of scale versus larger,
established companies – we must grow and scale effectively,
and consistently instill added value in every client interaction. 
Limited scope of product and service offerings versus larger,
established companies – we must generate additional value
with each sale to offset limited range and attract long-term
clients. 
Higher per-unit and supply chain costs – we must actively
build relationships across the value chain to lower per-unit
costs and operating expenses to ensure long-term
profitability.
Higher initial CAPEX and entry costs – we must leverage low-
cost business model and actively seek new opportunities to
reduce our costs and expand our revenues to offset early
expenses.
Inherently risky business model, as cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technologies bear intrinsic risk, due to highly
speculative industry and market – we must adapt and
diversify our portfolio.

 
Weaknesses 
 

Evolving positive industry trends present many opportunities
to enter and scale in new markets.
Developing new NFT products and services to meet growing
target client and market demands – we can adapt to
changing conditions and custom-tailor our portfolio to
generate optimal value.
Developing brand presence and image to generate further
positive awareness in new markets.
Partnering with key industry operators and stakeholders to
develop and shape our brand – we can establish lower costs
and operating expenses in concert with industry partners and
peers. 
Targeting new client demographics and entering new markets
based on risk and reward. 

 
Opportunities 
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New rivals entering and expanding into active markets or
copying key products and services – we must leverage
flexibility and versatility to hold market share and sustain a
competitive advantage. 
Evolving negative industry trends and macro-economic shifts
– we must explore and develop new revenue sources based
on our core proficiencies to fortify key operations and mitigate
risk. 
Shrinking NFT demand and changing tastes – we must
consistently adapt and adjust our portfolio. 

 
Threats
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The marketing strategy for Music Trust Song Trader will be a key component in its strategic
objectives and a critical element in the company's success. The marketing plan involves three
primary objectives: 

1. Emphasizing our unique and
exclusive NFT product and service
portfolio to clients – via extensive
digital and social media-driven
marketing and advertising –along
our entire value chain.

2. Entering new markets and
appealing to target clients
through an effective
marketing mix of digital and
social media-driven
advertising – augmented
through industry-tailored
platforms – to rapidly build
brand awareness and
credibility across all
channels.

3.Entering stable long-term growth
stages by generating and leveraging
significant yearly sales growth –
driven by ever-evolving marketing
strategies designed to engage and
secure target markets at every stage
of the company’s lifecycle.
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Marketing Plan



Music Trust Song Trader’s NFT products will be sold according to market prices in accordance
with the sales type used (e.g., auction bids). Our services will be sold at competitive market prices
where possible to add superior value for clients at every stage.
 
Once the Music Trust Song Trader brand has been established in target markets and recognized
as a key NFT industry leader, the competitive pricing model can be adjusted to further reflect the
inherent quality and intangible attributes behind the Music Trust Song Trader brand. 

Social Media
 
Digital and social media platforms will be a significant element of Music Trust Song Trader’s
advertising strategy. Established platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube
will all allow the company to advertise directly and effectively to a wide range of target audiences.
Social media benefits from active and significant existing userbases, high levels of digital
information transparency and availability, and a set of ad tools that allows us to custom-tailor
marketing campaigns to virtually any client’s interests and past queries.
 
Additionally, the presence of key finance and cryptocurrency figures and influencers – particularly
on growing platforms such as Instagram, TikTok, and Reddit – presents unique opportunities for
credibility-boosting marketing campaigns and initiatives tailored specifically to certain ready-made
target audiences. Social media – driven by communities, influential groups and personalities, and
engaging digital content – remains one of the most effective methods available to quickly build a
following behind the brand. 
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Pricing Strategy 

Advertising & Promotion Strategy 



Social Media Ads: This is an important aspect of the company’s digital advertising strategy,
which – while requiring more initial capital than some other advertising platforms – will allow us to
precisely target specific demographics based on market research. Actively used platforms such
as Facebook and Instagram are preferred, as they will enable effective target market selection
and efficient progress tracking throughout key marketing campaigns.
 
Many social leads can be used in tandem with leads from other platforms to diversify and expand
in multiple directions in the early stages of a marketing campaign. Cold leads on platforms like
Twitter or LinkedIn can also be used with previously gathered data to help target clients more
effectively and generate greater awareness from specific demographics. As the company scales
considerably, future advertising strategies through social media platforms can be explored –
including marketing spend on brand ambassadors and influencers to help showcase and promote
the brand’s products and services.  
 
Google Ads: Google AdWords and other G-suite tools will allow us to target potential clients
based on their interests and past searches via related queries. Effective ad design and web best
practices will enable potential clients to easily find Music Trust Song Trader’s website – and
related products and services – when they perform related searches on internet browsers like
Google. Search engine optimization (SEO) will be consistently adjusted and monitored based on
analytics feedback to ensure that our website and associated social media channels are readily
available for clients when searching for related products and services online. 
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Lead Generation



Cold Lead Generation: Once the brand has scaled considerably, cold lead generation will allow
us to augment our existing marketing mix with direct outreach. This process will be implemented
through outreach programs, targeted social media posts and messages, and email campaigns to
lend greater accessibility and credibility to the brand and generate awareness with new target
audiences. Cold leads will be especially important for generating relationships and strengthening
affiliations with key industry stakeholders and partners, who will in turn assist us in effectively
scaling brand awareness through referral and word-of-mouth communication through the NFT
industry. 
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As the company scales and grows, Music Trust Song Trader will attend numerous NFT industry
conferences and collaborate with a range of artists and investors to further build brand awareness
and encourage peer-to-peer professional networking. By utilizing this strategy, the Music Trust
Song Trader brand can gain greater recognition in the NFT industry and consequently gain new
opportunities to build strategic partnerships. 

To maximize the effectiveness of continued target marketing efforts, Music Trust Song Trader will
adopt an inbound marketing model to appeal and connect directly to targeted stakeholders.
Inbound marketing strategies will include a variety of on-site and off-site content marketing to
drive new clients to our site. Content marketing also ensures that existing clients remain informed
and engaged with our brand, allowing us to maximize long-term client retention. 

The Music Trust Song Trader website will be designed and developed by third-party professionals
to tell the story behind the company brand and serve as a convenient one-stop portal to promote
our NFT product and service portfolio. Clients will be able to easily navigate through the website –
designed for mobile-first accessibility – from direct search and related social media platforms.
Clients will be able to learn the story behind the brand and any associated CSR initiatives, view
NFTs and other products in the gallery space, find directions and contact information to attend the
gallery in person, and sign up to receive stay informed about Music Trust Song Trader’s latest
collaborators and art pieces as they are announced. 
 
Search engine optimization (SEO) will be integrated into the website so that the company shows
up and is appropriately prioritized when potential clients search for related queries. In addition,
conversion funnel optimization will be integrated to ensure the application and web page converts
at an optimal rate. Optimizing conversion funneling will ensure potential clients do not drop out
during their visit to the website. This is critical to ensure a smooth experience throughout every
step of the client’s journey.

Networking

Inbound Marketing 

Website 
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Off-site marketing campaigns will function in a similar manner to on-site campaigns. While both
will require us to provide well-written, targeted, value-centric content, off-site marketing content
will be published on another site – preferably art and technology media and cryptocurrency
publications. The advantage with off-site content is the opportunity to gain visibility with new
audiences who may not have heard of the Music Trust Song Trader brand otherwise. This will
help to generate new referral traffic to our website and associated social platforms and steadily
grow our brand’s reputation as we publish content with larger, more influential publishers. 
 
With an inbound marketing model, Music Trust Song Trader can also distinguish and place a
higher emphasis on specific leads, commonly known as Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs).
MQLs are potential clients that have demonstrated an interest in Music Trust Song Trader’s
products by actively seeking the company’s NFT products and services in a variety of ways. They
are typically open to the idea of a purchase and have taken the initial steps to engage, but have
not made the final purchase decision. The distinction between a regular lead and an MQL is that
qualified lead’s behavior is active and engaged. Examples of MQL actions include:
 

Downloading e-brochures or whitepaper online
Filling out online gated forms on the website or social media
platforms
Submitting an email address for a Music Trust Song Trader
newsletter or mailing list
Requesting site visits 
Spending a significant amount of time on the Music Trust Song
Trader webpage
Clicking on an ad to transfer to the Music Trust Song Trader site
Contacting Music Trust Song Trader to request additional
information
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Financial Forecasts
Use of Funds

Financial Highlights
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Revenue Forecasts 
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Projected Profit & Loss
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Sensitivity Analysis 
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Projected Cash Flow
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Projected Balance Sheet
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Break-Even Analysis
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Financial Indicators
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Appendix
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